
NEW VOICES IN CHEMISTRY

I
t is an exciting time to be embark-

ing on a career in chemical research.
The discoveries of the last decade at
the chemistry-biology and chemistry-
physics interfaces have produced new

frontiers for research. We are increasingly
exploring and exploiting cross-disciplinary
chemistry to answer fundamental ques-
tions and to offer innovative solutions to
medical and technological problems. How-
ever, our continued progress as chemical
research becomes increasingly multidisci-
plinary will require heightened coopera-
tion, collaboration, and communication
among chemists and those working in the
other physical sciences and the biological
sciences. Moreover, transcending the divi-
sions into which chemists are often
sequestered will facilitate our exploration
of these new frontiers.

Recent groundbreaking progress in
genome sequencing now allows us to delin-
eate how chemistry influences cellular func-
tion and contributes to human disease.
Extracting new insights about biological
chemistry from the raw data will require a
multipronged effort reliant on the cross-

fertilization of research groups skilled in
physical methods, biomolecular engineer-
ing, structural biology, chemical synthesis,
and computational methods. Researchers
with interdisciplinary training that includes
a solid background in chemistry and a
strong appreciation for the central ques-
tions of biology are critical to our progress
in this area. Many of those to whom we owe
the development of chemical biology were
traditionally trained chemists with remark-
able insight into the workings of biological
systems. Those of us with interdisciplinary
training now entering the field should strive
to continue to apply chemical principles
and methods in similarly novel and increas-
ingly complex systems.

Decoding the functions and interrela-
tionships of all of the proteins encoded by
the human genome, a unit now referred to
as the proteome, will undoubtedly reveal
now unrecognized ways in which biologi-
cal systems effect chemical reactions and
may well suggest novel implementations
of chemistry for pharmaceutical agents.
New generations of rationally designed
compounds and combinatorially generated

compound libraries already allow us to
manipulate biological chemistry and gain
insight into the inner workings of cells.
The elegant examples of molecules pro-
duced by those skilled in chemical syn-
thesis that systematically perturb cellular
processes or modify cellular architectures
highlight the rewards of crossing the lines
of traditional chemical disciplines. The
continued amalgamation of chemistry and
biology will enrich both sciences by pro-
viding new research tools suitable for
chemists interested in the details of bio-
logical systems and for biologists interested
in the general features of cellular events.

We can prepare to undertake research
that broadens the scope of traditional
chemical disciplines toward the interfaces
with other sciences by perusing the liter-
ature and attending seminars. However, it
is critical that we interact and successfully
communicate with experts on the other
side of a given interface. The training we
receive is often so specialized that it is a
challenge to communicate the significance
of our findings to other chemists. An even
more formidable challenge lies in dejar-
gonizing our science and presenting it to
those who might have creative ideas or
techniques drawn from other sciences.

Many events geared toward promoting
the exchange of ideas among scientists (or
between scientists and the media, political,
or business communities) are not effective
because speakers have difficulty distilling
their findings into common language and
concepts. Communicating effectively
requires concentrated effort, because the
adaptation of a presentation to a format
appropriate for a general audience neces-
sitates translation into accessible terms.
Although challenging, these experiences
allow us to formulate a more general con-
ceptual framework that can reveal insights
at a deeper level.

The extra effort required to cross sci-
entific boundaries is the price of admis-
sion to the unexplored interfaces of chem-
istry with related sciences. These areas
represent exciting frontiers for a young sci-
entist like me and provide new challenges
that certainly will cultivate creativity and
innovation in chemical research.
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FINDING ONE LANGUAGE
Interdisciplinary research, the wave of the
future, requires that chemists acquire new skills

OPEN LINES Multidisciplinary research, says Kelley, will require heightened
cooperation, collaboration, and communication among chemists and other
physical scientists.
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